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Macroeconomy: Brief Update
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1. Latest inflation reports: US (February) PCE and core PCE 6.1% and 5.2%, respectively, oya ; Euro area  (February) HICP and core HICP 5.8% and 2.7%,respectively, oya; UK 
(January) CPI 5.5% oya. GS expects UK CPI and core CPI to peak at 8.5% and 5.6%, respectively, oya in April

▪ Resilient Economic Reports/ Accelerating Inflation / Ukraine Invasion

– Market Participants given much to consider in past few weeks

▪ Most Recent Global Economic Reports Suggest Omicron Weakness Fading

– Manufacturing PMIs recovered from January weakness/ new orders point to further strength

– Labor markets solid / robust US February employment report

– Consumer spending relatively strong in January

▪ Inflationary Pressures Mounting / Concerns Exacerbated by Commodity Price Surge

– Consumer prices in US, UK, and Euro area currently ~ 5.5% - 6% over year ago1

– Central banks expected to “cautiously” adhere to plans to normalize policies 

• Powell: Fed poised to raise policy rate 25 bps. this week & carefully implement series of further increases

▪ Invasion Major Geopolitical Event/ Breach of Human Rights and…

– New headwind / significant risk for global economy and propelling Russia and Ukraine into severe recessions

– Some collateral damage on rest of world inevitably, largely due to higher commodity prices 

– But overall impact on economic activity expected to be manageable …

• Assuming realized disruptions to energy supplies remain limited



Preliminary Thoughts Re Impact of Accelerating Conflict on Economic Outlook
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1. Russia and the Ukraine account for ~3.5% and ~0.4% of global GDP, respectively
2. GS economists estimate that a 10% drop in demand in Russia would lower Euro GDP by 0.1% via the trade channel
3. JPM Economists source for 2022 GDP estimated
4. JPM economists: although foreign banks with local legal entities more exposed, overall exposure look manageable

▪ Economies of Russia and Ukraine Will Suffer Deep Recessions This Year

– Sanctions and recently acquired “pariah” status severely affecting Russia’s economy 

• Ruble collapsed / inflation accelerating (~10%) / RCB had to raise policy rate  to 20%

• Russia is meeting resistance in selling its oil /reported to have recently sold some at a discount of $28 per barrel

• “Provisional” estimates currently call for Russia &Ukraine’s GDPs to decline ~10% this year1

▪ Impact of Conflict on Global Trade (ex Commodities) and Foreign Banks Presumed to be Small/Manageable 2

– Spillovers via trade channel not likely to be consequential

• US and European countries have reduced trade flows due to pre-existing sanctions

• Euro area exports to Russia and Ukraine total ~ 1% of GDP3

– Foreign banks’ exposures to Russia appear manageable4 overall 

• Their exposure to Russia has already declined by 2/3 since 2013 when Russia-Ukraine conflict initially intensified

• Now bank exposures are almost half of those ahead of the 1998 Russian default



Preliminary Thoughts Re Impact of Accelerating Conflict on Economic Outlook-cont’d
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5. Russia is the world’s  3rd largest oil producer. exporting roughly 5 million barrels a day, accounts for 22% of Euro area natural gas supplies and is the world’s largest supplies of palladium which is used by auto industry for Cadillac 
converters and semiconductors. Ukraine supplies about 50% of world’s neon that is indispensable product in chip production.

6. Some auto producers have had to reduce output due shortages of key commodities. Reductions have been modest thus far.

Source: Bloomberg, MS

▪ Commodity Channel Pivotal Risk for the Global Economy/ Combatants Key Energy & Grain Exporters

– Russia major exporter of oil, gas, wheat, and various metals5

– Ukraine major exporter of grains and neon/countries combined account for 30% of global wheat exports

▪ Oil Prices & Availability Principal Global Concern / Natural Gas & Some Metals Regional/ Industry Concerns

– Latest jump in oil prices largely due to risk premia /Sanctions thus far have not included energy exports

• If Russia’s oil exports curtailed, possible mitigants: Iranian, Saudi & UAE spare capacity, US shale, strategic reserves

– Natural gas prices major concern for Europe and scarcity of some key metals could affect auto output 6

Sharp Rise in Oil Prices Uptick in Wheat Prices



Russia-Ukraine Crisis contributes to rising global agricultural prices
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Source: The Russian invasion of Ukraine could raise food prices worldwide – Vox; Bloomberg, OEM

▪ Agricultural prices have been rising since mid-2020

– Fertilizer shortage, weather, and COVID labor shortages 
have underpinned price increases

▪ Russia and Ukraine are major cereal and oil 
exporters

– Bloomberg Agriculture Subindex is +6.7% since invasion 
started

– Ukrainian Black Sea ports have been closed

– Major destinations for Ukrainian foodstuffs include the 
EU, North Africa, China, and Indonesia

▪ Large rises in grain prices can be politically sensitive, 
especially in emerging markets

– High grain prices in 2011-14 are thought to have 
contributed to the Arab Spring

– This could mean that EM central banks will prioritize 
inflation management

https://www.vox.com/future-perfect/2022/2/27/22950805/russia-ukraine-food-prices-hunger-invasion-war


Forecasters  Reassessing 2022 GDP / Inflation Outlook
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1. GS economists’ rules of thumb $10 per bbl. increase in the price of oil boosts US core PCE by 3.5 bps and headline PCE by 20 bps. but lowers GDP growth by just under 0.1%-pt.

▪ US: Direct Effect On Economic Activity Limited Thus far but Exacerbating Inflationary Concerns

– Higher oil prices increasing expected inflation / self sufficient in natural gas & an exporter

– Financial conditions have not tightened materially

– Expected 2022 GDP growth rate reduced 20 bps. to 3.8%/ year-end inflation rate raised 50 bps1

▪ Euro-Area Economy: Significant Increase in Inflation/ Offsets to Soften Effects on Growth Possible

– Far-reaching sanctions likely to slow growth / supportive government policies expected to cushion effects on consumers

– Halt of Nord Stream 2 pipeline likely to keep natural gas prices elevated

– ECB’s 2022 forecasts: GDP reduced 30 bps. to 3.8% / inflation +50 bps. to 5% ( ECB’s GDP forecast ~60bps. > consensus)

▪ UK Economy: Inflation Expected to Peak at ~8% in April & Stand at ~6% at Year End

– Rising energy prices, largely due to oil, only 4% of UK’s natural gas supplied by Russia

– Limited tightening in financial conditions thus far in response to conflict

– Expected 2022 GDP growth reduced to 3.6% / CPI forecast raised 40 bps

▪ Global GDP Forecast for 2022 Revised to 3.9% from 4.6%

– Severe recessions in Russia and Ukraine account for roughly half of reduction



Global Macroeconomic Backdrop
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Source: Google, OWID, JPM, Markit, CE

▪ New global Covid-19 cases down significantly from 
January peak

▪ Economic activity edging up from recent trough

▪ Global manufacturing PMIs rebounded in February as 
the Omicron wave that slowed industrial activity in 
January faded

▪ Industrial activity grew at a faster pace in most large 
economies including the UK, US, and China in 
February. Russia and Japan , where emergency 
measures were extended, were laggards

New Cases and Global Mobility Manufacturing PMIs: Output Indices



Global Macroeconomy Backdrop
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Source: Markit, JPM

▪ Global new orders PMI rose 1.4- point last month and 
more than reversed the slight decline in January

▪ The strong signal from the ratio of new orders to inventory 
PMI is also reassuring. It suggests that Omicron weakness 
was weighing more on production than demand at the 
start of the year

▪ Supply constraints are still a major headwind but they are 
starting to ease

▪ Delivery times PMI edged up in February to ~4.5 points 
above October trough

▪ Backlogs of work PMI has also improved slightly since mid-
2021 

Global Manufacturing: Leading Indicators Global Manufacturing: Delivery Times/Backlogs



Global Macroeconomy Backdrop
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▪ Output prices continuing to rise

▪ Although latest economic activity and output measures 
reassuring, price pressures are an ongoing concern

▪ Rising commodity prices create winners and losers

▪ Importers experience downward pressure on 
growth & their currencies. In contrast, the effects 
for exporters generally positive

Source: Markit, JPM

PMI Output Price Net Commodity Exports / FX Changes



Policy Rates: Hawkish Tilt in 2022
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Source: Bloomberg BlackRock. Charts show pricing of 1-year forward overnight index sumps. For example, last points on each chart shows 1-year OIS rate 4-year forward.

▪ Hawkish tilt vs. year ago attributed to inflation at 4-decade highs & escalating Ukraine conflict

▪ In the US (left chart) markets have pulled forward expected policy tightening (red line). Yet cumulative total of hikes and 
terminal rates essentially unchanged

▪ Markets are currently pricing a faster pace of hikes by the ECB (right chart) from a year ago and terminal rate is higher but
still below 1%.

Fed’s Funds Rate ECB’s Repo Rate

Market Pricing of Future Policy Rates: Current vs. Year Ago



Rate Normalization — Terminal Rate
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Source: Bloomberg, Refinitiv

▪ Neutral Rate (r*) Assumption Lodestar for Policy Rate

– Theoretical rate that keeps economy growing in line with potential & inflation stable

• Determined by demographics, productivity growth, & saving 

– Terminal/neutral rates: still tracking our neutral rate assumptions1 

• Market implied 2023/24 policy rates at or below neutral ~2%-2.5%

1. “Revisiting Neutral Real Rate Assumptions” (May 2019) — Key DM underpinnings: Demographics and aging global population increasing desired saving

OIS Implied Policy Rate



Cyclical Conditions — Inflation/ Employment — Can Require Deviations from Neutral
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Source: Refinitiv, NY Fed, Bloomberg

▪ Over the past 50+ years real policy rate has been at 
or below neutral for the most part

▪ But there have been times, particularly in early 
1980s, when policymakers have had to raise rates 
significantly above r*or neutral to quell inflation

▪ Currently real policy rate is far below neutral

▪ Based on indicators such as long-term sovereign 
bond yields, long-term inflation expectations --
albeit up from recent lows -- are still largely 
contained

▪ Market participants seemingly believe that raising 
policy rates to normal and unwinding of severe 
supply-demand imbalances should quell inflation

Real US Policy Rate & 30-Year Treasury Yield



Market Performance Through March 4, 2022
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Source: Bloomberg
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Public Equity Update



IPO Update - 2021
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Source: Professor Jay Ritter, University of Florida: IPO Data - Jay R. Ritter (ufl.edu), SECOR.

▪ The number of US IPOs reached its highest 
level in 2021 since the TMT bubble more 
than 20 years ago.

▪ And IPO proceeds set a record in 2021.

https://site.warrington.ufl.edu/ritter/ipo-data/


IPO Update - 2021
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Source: Professor Jay Ritter, University of Florida: IPO Data - Jay R. Ritter (ufl.edu), SECOR.

▪ First day returns were above average in 2021, 
but down substantially from the prior year.

▪ More than three quarters of 2021’s IPOs had 
no earnings.

https://site.warrington.ufl.edu/ritter/ipo-data/


IPO Update - 2021
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Source: Professor Jay Ritter, University of Florida: IPO Data - Jay R. Ritter (ufl.edu), SECOR.

▪ Median company age at IPO in 2021 was in-line 
with the post-TMT Bubble average.

▪ And the trend toward dual share classes 
accelerated in 2021.

https://site.warrington.ufl.edu/ritter/ipo-data/


IPO Update - 2021
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Source: Professor Jay Ritter, University of Florida: IPO Data - Jay R. Ritter (ufl.edu), SECOR.

▪ There were nearly twice as many IPOs for 
SPACs in 2021 than for operating companies.

▪ And for the second consecutive year, SPAC IPO 
proceeds exceeded those of operating 
company IPOs.

https://site.warrington.ufl.edu/ritter/ipo-data/


IPO Update - 2021
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Source: IPOX Schuster LLC, Renaissance Capital, SECOR.

▪ And while SPAC issuance was strong in 2021, SPAC 
performance has been dismal since peaking in 
mid-February 2021.

– An index of SPACs has fallen 40% from its 17 
February 2021 high.

▪ And an index that tracks the performance of 
traditional operating company IPOs is also 40% off 
its February 2021 peak.



IPO Update - 2021
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Source: Professor Jay Ritter, University of Florida: IPO Data - Jay R. Ritter (ufl.edu), SECOR.

▪ The average IPO has been a poor performer 
historically, especially for companies without 
earnings.

– This assumes that an investor was able to participate 
at the offering price.  Returns are approx. 6%/yr. 
lower for investors that theoretically bought at the 
close of first day.

▪ More than half of all IPOs are trading below their 
offer price five years after going public.

https://site.warrington.ufl.edu/ritter/ipo-data/


Active Share
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▪ Active share is the percentage of a portfolio that differs from a benchmark index.

▪ In 2009, a pair of academics (Cremers & Petajisto) published a paper1 claiming that active share predicts fund 
performance; i.e., higher active share leads to higher returns.

– Concept was rapidly embraced by the practitioner community and led to the introduction of many concentrated, “high 
conviction” (and high fee) products.

▪ Since its publication, there have been a number of challenges to the authors’ claim.

– A team from AQR2 found that active share has no predictive power when controlling for benchmarks.

– A team from Blackrock3 found no evidence from a post-2009 out-of-sample test in the US that high active share managers 
outperform when controlling for various factors/characteristics.

– A pair of out-of-sample tests4,5 in Canada and South Africa also found no predictive value to active share.

1. Cremers, Martijn and Antii Petajisto, 2009.  How Active Is Your Fund Manager?  A New Measure That Predicts Performance.  Review of Financial Studies 22(9): 3329-3365.

2. Frazzini, Andrea, Jacques Friedman and Lukasz Pomorski, 2016.  Deactivating Active Share.  Financial Analysts Journal 72(2): 14-21.

3. Madhavan, Ananth, Aleksander Sobczyk and Andrew Ang, 2016.  Estimating Time-Varying Factor Exposures.  Financial Analysts Journal 73(4): 41-54.

4. Christoper Davis, Morningstar, January 2017.  Active Share Doesn’t Live Up to the Hype.

5. Flint, Emlyn, Anthony Seymour and Florence Chikurunhe, December 2017.  Defining Activeness: Active Share, Risk Share & Factor Share.



Active Share
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1. Tidmore, Chris, David Walker and Francis Kinniry, July 2019.  The Urban Legends of Active Share.

2. John Rekenthaler, November 2021.  The Great Disappointment of Active Share.

Source: Morningstar.

▪ More recently, Vanguard has challenged the “urban legends of active share.”1 Key findings:

– High active share funds fail to outperform low-cost low-active-share funds.

– There has been a significant positive relationship between active share and expense ratios; higher fees have been the 
reason for the negative relationship between active share and net excess return.

– Increased active share is an uncompensated risk premium; increased active share leads to a wider dispersion of returns 
without a corresponding increase in average returns.

▪ Morningstar also weighed in recently.2

– Active share tends to be higher in market segments with 
relatively “flat” benchmarks, such as small cap (ex: median 
Small Value manager active share of 93% vs median Large 
Growth active share of 60%).

– Since 2011, there has been a negative relationship between 
active share and excess return across nearly every market 
segment.

Avg. Excess Return (Gross of Fees) 2011-2020

Low Active 

Share
High Active 

Share

High-Low 

Active 

Share



Disclaimer
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The information and opinions contained in this presentation are for background purposes only and do not purport to be full or complete. No reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information or opinions contained herein.
SECOR does not give any representation, warranty or undertaking, or accept any liability, as to the accuracy or the completeness of the information or opinions contained herein.

This presentation does not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction. Any such offering will only be made in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in a private placement memorandum or other
offering document.

Recipients should not rely on this material in making any future investment decision. We do not represent that the information contained herein is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. Opinions expressed
herein are subject to change without notice. Certain information contained herein (including any forward-looking statements and economic and market information) has been obtained from published sources and/or prepared by
third parties and in certain cases has not been updated through the date hereof. While such sources are believed to be reliable, SECOR and its affiliates do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such
information. SECOR does not undertake any obligation to update the information contained herein as of any future date. Any views or opinions expressed may not reflect those of the firm as a whole.

This document may include projections or other forward-looking statements regarding future events, targets, intentions or expectations. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results may differ materially from
those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investments are subject to risk, including the possible loss of principal. There is no guarantee that projected
returns or risk assumptions will be realized or that an investment strategy will be successful. No representation, warranty or undertaking is made as to the reasonableness of the assumptions made herein or that all assumptions
made herein have been stated. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product made reference
to directly or indirectly in this document, will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated performance level(s), or be suitable for your portfolio.

Illustrative models or investments presented in this document are based on a number of assumptions and are presented only for the limited purpose of providing a sample illustration. Any sample illustration is inherently subject to
significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are beyond SECOR’s control. Any sample illustration may not be reflective of any actual investment purchased, sold, or recommended
for investment by SECOR and are not intended to represent the performance of any investment made in the past or to be made in the future by any portfolio managed or advised by SECOR. Actual returns may have no correlation
with the sample illustration presented herein, and the sample illustration is not necessarily indicative of an investment that SECOR will make. It should not be assumed that SECOR’s investment recommendations in the future will
accomplish its goals or will equal the illustration provided herein.

The information contained in this document is based on matters as they exist as of the date of preparation of such material and not as of the date of distribution or any future date and SECOR does not undertake any obligation to
update the information contained herein as of any future date. This document does not constitute advice or a recommendation or offer to sell or a solicitation to deal in any security or financial product. It is provided for
background purposes only and on the understanding that the recipient has sufficient knowledge and experience to be able to understand and make its own evaluation of the information described herein, any risks associated
therewith and any related legal, tax, accounting or other material considerations. To the extent that a reader has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her/its specific portfolio or
situation, it is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her/its choosing.

Investment advisory services are provided by SECOR Investment Advisors, LP (“SIA”) and SECOR Investment Advisors (UK), LLP, (“SIA-UK”) , each subsidiaries of SECOR Asset Management, LP. Portfolio solutions are provided by
SECOR Investment Management, LP (“SIM”), a subsidiary of SECOR Asset Management, LP. SIA UK is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Each of SIA and SIM are registered as an investment adviser with the
Securities and Exchange Commission. Registration as an investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission does not imply any level of skill or training.

Indexes are unmanaged, do not reflect deduction of fees and expenses, and are not available for direct investment.


